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}VELL FARM, OLCHARD, IDEFORD
Introduction

In 1994 the farmstead at Well

Farm was sold by the Clifford Estate of
planning
permission
granted for the conversion of one barn to
Chudleigh with
three cottages. In the same year, the purchaser separated the fa¡mhouse from
the yard and buildings. Only the farmhouse is listed but the other buildings
of the farmstead come within its curtilage. As it was believed that the barn
nearest to the house may once have been a dwelling, possibly of medieval
origin, it was agreed that it would make an interesting project for the
recording te¿rm to investigate. In the event, the site proved of considerable
interest both historically and geologically. The recording team visited Well
Farm during the winter of 1994-95 and gave a presentation to the Buildings
Section at its meeting in March 1995.

Location

Well Farm is situated at OS SX 880769 four and a half miles north east of
Newton Abbot, a quarter of a mile east of the A380 and a mile west of
Ideford village. It is one of the farmsteads that make up the hamlet of
Olchard which is sin¡ated in the southern half of Ideford parish.
Detail on the 1904 25" ordnance survey map shows the hamlet of Olchard
with its three farmsteads surrounded by orchards. The farmland surrounding
the hamlet is sandy and fertile but in the immediate vicinity the geology is
complex. This is particularly relevant to the water supply, quarry and the
building materials used at Well Farm. The hamlet sits snugly into a fold in
the landscape. South of the hamlet the land drops steeply into the narrow
wooded Ideford Coombe.

A loop of lane links the dwellings in the hamlet. Well Farm is the most
southerly in the group. Underhayes lies immediately to the north, its
farmhouse, Grade II listed, built of cob 'mostly circa early/mid seventeenth

"

century but possibly a remodelling of an earlier house.
Olcha¡d farmhouse,
once of cob but rebuilt around lnÙ,lies north west of Well. Well Cottage
is also Grade II, situated within the central triangle of the hamlet, dates from
mid/late seventeenth century and is partially cob built. A mile and a quarter
to the south east, in Bishopsteignton parish, lies Lindridge house, once centre
of the Lindridge estate.
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History
The copious spring at Well was a known chalybeate2 and regarded as having
healing qualities (Brown 1957). This water source would surely have been
known to the uærs of the Roman road from Exeter to Teignbridge (Woolner
1954), much of which is still the route of the 4380 which runs close to Well.

By the end of thirteenth century, an area known as Holrigge, part of the
manor of ldeford, appears to have become regarded as a separate manor being
lands given to the Premonstratensian order at Torre Abbey (Seymour 1977).
Seymour identifies the present hamlet of Olchard as the relevant vill although
the farm now known as Coombe Holdridge is further south in the parish. He
says 'it is possible that Olchard, V/ell and Sedgewell were the three gifts of
2 ferlings apiece given to the Abbey by William de Holrigge, William the
Fuller and Petronilla de Holrigge' in 1286187. A charter of 1277 gives the
rent of 1lb of wax to be paid to the Abbot of Torre for 'la V/ille'. In two
documents of late thirteenth century Walter de la Wille is mentioned as he has
to give homage and service etc. Seymour goes on to say that in '.... the old
vill of Holrigge, we fïnd the fine seventeenth century house of Well, now a
farmhouse. Below it are the remains of a really old house with a fine chimney
and open hearth; it is now used as a barn. This would be where Walter de la
Wille lived.' This is the barn surveyed by the Recording Team who regard
this claim as open to debate.

Seymour says that as there is no mention of the Holrigge estate in "Valor
Ecclesiasticus" it looks as though the Canons sold out, before the dissolution,
to the Worth family who were tenants. It seems that Well was included in the
manor of Ideford which was conveyed in 1639 to William Marryn of
Lyndridge by Thomas Southcott and others,3

In 1650 Elizabeth Martyn, daughter of William Martyn of Lyndridge, married
Thomas Clifford of Ugbrooke, who later became 1st Lord Clifford of
Chudleigh. Together with her brother Richard and two sisters, she was coheiress of their father, William. Well Farm was part of their inheritance. It
was not, as Fulford V/illiams says, Elizabeth's dowry (Fulford Williams
1955). Well was conveyed by the executors in 1656 together with its ¡wo
water grist mills situated in the valley below, to John Tothill, of Ideford,
yeoman. At this time, Judith Berrington held a 3 lives/99 years lease on the
premises. A year later John Tothill sold V/ell and the mills to John
Clotterbrooke of Ideford, gent.

William Clonerbrooke junior married Mary Chaffin around L704.4 He put
the Well estate (including the leased mills) in trust for the benefit of his wife
and family. It is around this period that the house at Well was rebuilt but
there are no descriptions of the estate in any deeds. However by l7l7
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William Clotterbrooke, then of Dorset, having raised mortgâges on the
properry, conveyed it to the trustees 'to sell the same and to pay all such sums
as were owing by þim] to any person whatsoever'.

The mortgaged est¿te was conveyed to Sir John Lear, bart, of Lyndridge.
According to W G Hoskins, the seventeenth century house at Lyndridge, lvas
built around 1673 for Sir Peter læar, bart. a Barbados merchant who had
bought the estaæ from the Martyns.
The deeds now become somewhat complicated, to the extent that by l74l an
indenture of lease and release (mortgage) involved no less than seven different
parties.
John Prowse of ldeford, gent, purchased the bankrupt estate 'at a price of
f930 which was the best price and the most money that was bid by any person
or could be got for the same and by the tenns of such survey.' The Will of
John Prowse, dated 1'753,5 leaves the house and farm at Well to his wife for
her life 'according to the settlement made on their marriage'. He also leaves
her the use of his apple pound and the 'uæ of the Chittle or Furnace in my
backkitchen at the rilell'.6 Since she already has the house, this 'backkitchen'
is, by implication, a separate building. This then could refer to the building
with fireplace - the west end of the barn under discussion.
The residue of John Prowse's estate was left to his brother Robert, grocer of
Exeter but within ten years he too had died without issue. His aunt inherited,
but neither she nor her sister had heirs. Eventually Well passed to Jent Lyde
of Brixham, a disüant cousin of Robert Prowse. By 1811, Jent's son Philip
Lyde, father of five daughters, had died leaving Reverend Gilben Burrington
of Chudleigh and Jeffrey Lang of Ipplepen as trustees to sell up and do what
they could to provide for his family, only two of whom were married. There
was another survey. Again the estate was bankrupt.

During all this time, from 1656 onwards, there are few indications of who
actually occupied the house at Well. Even when the property was settled on
a widow for her life - her dower, as in the case of both Mary Clotterbrooke
and the wife of John Prowse, they may only have had a pecuniary interest in
it. Although it is a quality house it is without other quality buildings around
it, such as stables. It has been said that V/ell was 'the ancient Dower Houæ
for Ugbrooke.'7 This is plainly not the case as it was not a Clifford
property. The confusion lies with a house called, by coincidence, lawell, in
chudleigh parish. Hugh, 13th Lord clifford (clifford 1987) gives details of
a marriage in 1605 and says 'I-awell came into the Clifford family later as a
dower house.'
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In 1813, the 143 acre well estate was split. Part was conveyed to the Revd
John Templer of Lyndridge. The farmstead and surrounding 63 acres were
conveyed to Charles, 6th Lord Clifford. The public survey announcement in
the Exaer Flying Post in September 1812 stresses the proximiry of the seaside
resorts of Dawlish and Teignmouth and suggests that the houæ has 'suitable
lodging rooms' - an early 'diversification' into tourism. It also mentions the
'lime rock and lime kiln'. The business potential of the troubled estate was
being stressed. It may well be at this period, with a change of ownership, that
considerable alterations were made to the surveyed barn.
At the time of the Tithe survey in 1839, well Farm was 173 acres. The
pattern of fields and their distribution between the three farms of the hamlet
of olchard could indicate strip fields dating to the time when it was held by
Torre Abbey. The lime kiln and limestone quarry is in plot 142, most of
which is orchard. Also two further quarries are marked in fields away from
the farmstead (plots 137 and 138). The farm was occupied at this time by
william Bowden and his wife Prudence (aged 55 and 60 respectively in the
1841 census). They had working for them seven agricultural labourers aged
between 12 and 20 years, and nvo female house servants. were these male
servants living in the barn loft?
Members of the Hall family were tenants at the time of the 1915 Inland
Revenue assessment and until 1923. william, 10th Lord Clifford lived in
Australia and New 7æaland, and died in 1943, but after World War I, his
eldest son Charles, who later became 11th Lord Clifford had taken over the
running of the Ugbrooke Estate. He 'dismissed the last of the Knight family,
who were practically hereditary agents to the Cliffords' and appointed a new
agent. (Clifford 1987) This may explain why, in the Inland Revenue valuer's
book,8 the 'owner' of Well Farm is given as \ù/ H R Knight of Hackney
Canal, Kingsteignton. Unfortunately there are no farm plans in the Ideford
valuation books and the descriptions of the buildings bear little relation to
those remaining in 1994; no building is mentioned as having a chimney.

From 1929 until 1955 the Chugg family were tenants. 'when the farm census
and survey were carried out by the War Agricultural Committee in l94ll2,
Percy Chugg had already been tenant of v/ell Farm for eleven years and was
paying f230per annum rent. Farming 176 acres, he was 'an excellent arable
farmer....some of his steep pasture fields could be improved if labour and
capital were available.'e However, in reply to how many cattle were being
fattened for slaughter, he comments 'Got no cake.'
The last tenant farmer of Well was Mr Richard Pearce. The farmstead was
sold by the Clifford Est¿te when he retired in 1994.
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The Farmstead

in

(photos p15 and p16)

1995

The House, (Fig 2, A) is a listed Grade II*, three storied building under a
slate roof. It is a 'roughcast stone....large house....high status. The building
could be a thorough remodelling of a late sixteenth century or early
seventeenth century house q a transitional plan type of circa 1700'. It

contains some excellent panelling and also 'a chamfered stopped
doorframe....probably mid/laæ æventeenth century, and, if not re-used,
indicates the early origins of the building.' There is however a thick internal
wall of cob (possibly not known at the time of listing) which surely is
confirmation of a previous house on this site. In recent years it had been
divided into three apartments, but is now once more a family house.

The qpring that gives the farm its name rises on a geological fault near the
north end of the houæ. Also immediately to the north of the house is an old
quarry with the remains of a lime kiln. The two storey Barn (Fig 2, B and
Figs 314 parts i-iv), subject of the survey, runs across the south end of the
farmhouse with only the width of a cart track benveen them. It once formed
the northern side of a large unplanned yard with buildings on the south and
east sides. In recent years the first floor of this building has been used for hay
and straw storage (parts iii and iv), and grain or cattle feed was augured up
into bins (part ii and a section of part i). The areas below were used for
general storage (i and ii) and cattle housing (parts iii and iv). At some time
parts iii and iv were used as shippens. Part iii has a dung passage running
north-south indicating two rows of cows standing tail to tail; part iv has a
dung passage running east-west with cows facing north, where a hay rack
survives. More recently, cattle were loose housed in these two parts. Of the
most easterly building, only the rear wall remains as part of the retaining wall.

Two other traditional farm buildings remain. On the south of the yard is a
long stone fronted cattle shed (Fig2, C), the front height having been raised
with concrete blocks to alter it from a gable roof to single pitch. The front is
uniform limestone with yellow brick surrounds to openings and down the
corner of the building, typical of local farm improvements in the nineteenth
and early nventieth century. The rear of this building is older - of cob on
stone footings, with the outline of a smaller gabled building visible on the west
end cob wall. From its size and position it may once have been a traditional
open fronted caule linhay with tallet over. At some time this building has also
been used as a shippen.
Stepped back and at right angles to the cattle shed are the remains of a much
battered and repaired barn (Fig 2, D). Built of a mixture of stone and cob it
has a corrugated iron roof with the north end hipped which indicates it may
once have been thatched. Its north end wall has been opened for tractor access
and has concrete block jambs.
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The Surveyed Barn
General: The barn, which has two main sections (Fig 4, 1 and 2), is built
from a wide variety of types of stones of greatly varying sizes, without
courses. The overall length of the Section 1 is 88 feet(26.84m) and width22
feet (6.71m); the height to the eaves is 13 feet (3.96m) and 2l feet (6.40m)
to the ridge. Section 2 is built offset from the main run; it is 30 feet (9.14m)
long by 16 feet (a.88m) wide, 10 feet (3.05m) to front eaves, 8 feet (2.44m)
to rear eaves as the ground level rises along the north wall; the ridge height
is approx l7 feet (5.18m).
The ground floor of the Section 1 is divided into three parts (i-iii) by tlo
stone walls neither of which rises into first floor level; there is no direct access
between any parts at ground floor level. There is a continuous loft over half
of part i, plus parts ii and iii; section two has a loft. There is no direct access
benveen Sections I and 2. A torched natural slate roof covers just over half
of Section 1, the rest of which and the second section have a comrgated iron
roof. The entire roof is of one age of A-frame trusses probably dating from
when the walls were raised around the turn of the century. One of these Aframes shows evidence of having been filled with lathe and plaster indicating
that the loft, which has been whitewashed, was probably divided, and possibly
used as accommodation by farm servants. The ground floors are concrete
throughout.

Section 1, Part i exterior: Approaching the west gable end with its chimney
and small window opening one immediately assumes it must be a house of
some sort. Both corners appear to have been rebuilt, the southwest corner
with cut limestone blocks. These are the only sizeable cut stones of the whole
building. The gable end shows a former roof line and this change in wall
height is visible round most of the exterior of the first section. Inside, the
added wall is narrower than the main walls. On the north side (Fig 3) of part
i are two doors, one leading into the 'house' and the further one to a farmyard
WC, with window. Part ii begins with a low door above which is a vertical
joint in the stonework. The windows of 'the house' have Gpane and 4-pane
glazed frames.

On the south side (Fig a) the wall shows the outline of a removed gabled
building (shown on 1904 map), then a door and window; next come a line of
possible joist holes and a blocked entrance before a distinct vertical join in the
stonework which coincides with the exterior 'end' of 'the house'. This is 36
feet (10.97m) from the gable end of the barn. The joins in the masonry on
the north and south sides however are not opposite each other. There is also
a very small south opening at eaves level.

Section 1, Part

i, interior:

Entering from the north door, the nearest to the
farmhouse, there is a large fireplace on the right, the front of which, up to the
wooden lintel, was in-filled with concrete blockwork. Two vertical timbers
have been added to the lintel to support a lighnveight beam into which joists
7
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have been inserted, and some removed, to make a part floor over this area.
The large slim stones of the fireplace relieving arch a¡e visible. The fireplace
takes up approximately half of the space of the end wall.

Jutting out 2 feet (0.61m) further than the fireplace and taking up the rest of
the wall space is an area of masonry with no visible access except faint
evidence of a small relieving arch about one third of the way up the front
surface. The masonry rises to the same height as the fireplace lintel and is
topped with its own lintel which has no obvious purpose. Above is a flat area
reaching back approx. 9 feet (2.74m) to the rear wall in which there is a
window about 2 feet (0.61m) square. The two outer walls of this area seem
to have a pink plaster unlike the limewash elsewhere in the interior of the
barn. An area with partition walls containing the farm WC takes a section out
of the rest of the 'house' floor space and a large timber beam runs north/south
across the building. The area above has a timber partition and together with
the area over parts ii and iii, forms an open loft. In addition to the main cross
beam there is a part beam at an angle to which something, such as a piece of
nineteenth century machinery, had been attached.

Section 1, Part ii: The centre part of the barn, which has an internal length
of 24 feet (7 .32m), has an entrance door on the north side already mentioned
above. Beside it is a flight of six stone steps up to the loft doorway where a
further ¡vo wooden steps are found inside. On the ground floor there is a
glazed window opening at the foot of the stone steps, the slim wooden lintel
over it carrying further east over some stonework and then over a blocked
entrance, probably a doonvay. There are no first floor window openings on
the north side but t'tro on the south. One of these has, cutting across it, the
evidence of the other gable ended building shown on the 1904 map. The line
of possible joist holes found on part i continue half way along this south wall.
There were two entrances, a late one, with bricks either side of the lower part
of the opening, which would have been outside the demolished building and
a æcond one, blocked in, which would have led directly from the barn into
the then building. The loft floor boards have been replaced and rest on RSJs.
Section 1, Part iii: This part of the barn has an internal length of 22 feet
(6.71m). Centrally on the north side there is a good loft entrance without
access steps. Below it is another long slim lintel covering a total of three
blocked entrances, the central of these being slightly wider than the other rwo.
On the south side there is a central entrance flanked by narrow unglazed
window openings with the same style of lintel over them. Parts ii and iii of
the barn appear to be of one continuous build, but the vertical lines in the
stonework between parts i and ii are slight, and there are no good quoins to
be found anywhere. There are many faults and repairs on the building.
Section 2: This is a simple building with, on the south side, three unglazed
window openings and a door towards the east end. There are no openings,
and none apparently blocked, on the north side. There is an ample loft
entrance on the gable end. The back corner wall, which is at an entrance to
the yard, has been damaged, on more than one occasion; probably by farm
vehicles in recent years.
9

The Local Geology
The disused quarry behind the Well house was cut into the Middle Devonian
grey-pink East Ogwell limestone. In the quarry is evidence of a lime kiln,
indicating that in addition to limestone being quarried for building stone, ir
was also burnt to provide lime possibly for neutralising the soil, for use as a
mild germicide wash for farm buildings or in mortar.
Ussher (1913)10 observes that at Well there is a knoll of massive pale-grey
limestones and slates, against which it is also faulted immediately behind the
farmhouse. On the north it is irregularly overlain by Tertiary debris with
large siliceous blocks, and on the south it is faulted against Culm rocks. This
small tract of Upper Devonian is faulted against Lower Culm measures on the
west and against Culm shales and sandstones on the south. On the north at
Olchard and Underhayes, its boundary is concealed by Tertiary debris.

The lower beds consist of thin bedded nodular limestones which are seen
resting on the massive grey limestone in the orchard above'Well, and also in
the farmyard, where they are overlain by red shales let down against the
massive limestones by a nearly east-west fault. The massive limestones
emerge from beneath them on the south and are faulted against Lower Culm
beds contairung Glyphioceras qpirale.

The limestone growth was neither regular nor uniform. Ussher states that
shelly material is comparatively rare in Devonian limestones, which mostly
abound in corals and stromatoporoids. The Upper Devonian was considered
by him to commence with the rocks formed just after the higher parts of the
coral growths had ceased to flourish. On the west of the [farm lane] near their
faulted junction with the Lower Culm, compact red shaly limestone comes to
the surface, either in or from beneath the slates with nodules. The limestone
contains numerous examples of Clymenia and, specimens thought to be
goniatites.

Two hundred and forty yards (219 metres) to the west of \ffell farmhouse,
ussher observed grey, greenish-grey and red slates with limestone nodules,
mostly decomposed, in situ on the east side of the [ane]. The slates contained
poor specimens of Entomis in comparative abundance and Tentaculites
tenuicinctus.

The ugbrooke sandstone or felspathic greywackes lying to the south of 'well,
are described by Ussher as containing beds of conglomerate, never coarse, in
which Lower Culm Chert is often recognisable and numerous weathered and
decayed fragments of igneous rock, in many cases derived from the Lower
Culm volcanic rocks, too decomposed for recognition. somervail (189s)
considered that the granite fragments found in these rocks inferred that the
Dartmoor granite was exposed at the time of their deposition. Hunt (1899),
however regarded these fragments as certainly not of Dartmoor origin.
10
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Although the age of the Ugbrooke Sandstone is unceriain, Durrance and
Laming (1982 p5f consider that as their deposition and overthrusting preceded
the intrusion of the Dartmoor granite, their sedimentation and deformation
must therefore be of Upper Carboniferous age, possibly equivalent to the
Crackington formation. Durrance and I¿ming suggest that the Ugbrooke
Sandstone is a proximal turbidite from a southern source of felspathic sand,
which grades into distal turbidites further north. large scale overthrusting
from the south resulted in the Ugbrooke Sandstone overlying the Posidonia
Beds, over the Winstow Chert.

Ussher notes that near Well, conglomerate beds ¿ue present at different
horizons in the lower beds of the greywackes and shales. They do not
constitute a baæment bed here, but occur at or ne¿u the base of the Middle
Culm in unfaulted relation to the Lower Culm rocks. South of Well, the
greywackes rest on the Posidonia beds. On the south side of the valley at
\r¡/ell Cover, in hard thin stone bands, Ussher found Posidonia fossils. The
Posidonia Beds are considered to define the top of the Lower Culm in most of
Devon (Durrance and l¿ming, 1982 p47). They form a distinctive thin
sequence of grey shales and are highly fossiliferous in places. Ussher notes
that in the general succession, the Posidonia Beds are uppermost, though it is
impossible to say how far chert beds are interbanded with this locally very
siliceous æries. No sign of interbedding in the outcrops near Well was found.
'Where present,
the overlying dark shales are regarded to be the base of the
Upper Culm.
Ussher considers that the Tertiary gravel deposits to the north of Well are
primarily derived from Cretaceous rocks and are the remains of Tertiary beds
filling hollows in the limestone, and which at one time covered a larger area.

The Building Stones of the Barn

(photos p17)

In September 1995 Dr Laming visited Well Farm. He studied the stones used
entered the overgrown
quarry behind the main house.

in the barn and took æveral photographs. He also

Dr Laming was interested that the limestone is concentrated in the lower half
of the building and dolerite in the upper; apparently the barn was given a
second storey at a later stage and this may mean that the quarry was already
disused when the building was raised. He could think of no other reason why
stone should be brought in from outside. The overgrown state of ttre quarry
suggests it had been disused for a very long time. However, the most
intriguing rock type present is a red breccia-type material that he at first
thought,was a rhyolite or similar volcanic rock; it had pink-or-cream-coloured
patches, fragments and crystal-lined wgs within it but unlike anything else he
had seen locally. It appears that it is a red variety of the'Winstow Chert, of
12

Lower/Middle Carboniferous age (Dinantian); he noted that there were some
large blocks of this rock towards the entrance, and their size strongly indicates
that they originated locally, probably as a waste product from the quarry,
possibly on its upper surface. He saw æveral pieces of this material right
inside the quarry.
An additional type of rock in the building was a buff-brown material which he
felt almost certain was siderite (iron carbonate) or a sideritic limestone. This
could also have been a reject material from the quarry since it also occurred
as large blocks. There was also some red sandstone in the building, relatively
soft and even grained; this is Permian in age and almost certainly from the
quarry at Ideford Arch or close by.
Regarding the nature of the limestone itself, Dr Laming noted from the
Newton Abbot geological map (1976) that it appears to belong to the Luxton
Nodular Limestone. There was very little exposure in those parts of the
quarry that he penetrated, but in the building itself, he noted that a few blocks
contained fossils, soliary corals: none of it looked particularly nodula¡.

Dr I-aming's three photographs show detail of the stonework, with a clipboard for scale. The first photograph shows blocks of the ?chert mixed in
with limestone. In ttre second photograph dolerite is mixed with limestone,
the lack of large blocks of dolerite being a good indication that it was brought
from elsewhere. In the third photograph the end of the shippen has several
blocks of Permian red sandstone.

Was the Surveyed Barn ever a House?
There seem no grounds for thinking that any part of this barn was a medieval
house. In this hamlet, and indeed parish, all the oldest houses are of cob and
the preænt farmhouse appears to be a remodelling of an older cob house.
The barn shows no signs of ever having been a 'quality' building, an internal
end stack was certainly not a medieval feature, and the fireplace has clearly
been built leaving room for the masonry structure beside it.

The only possible documentary reference found to the barn and its fireplace
is 'the Chittle or Furnace in my backkitchen' in the 1753 Will of John Prowse.
There are strong similarities between this barn and one at Great'Weeke, in
Weeke hamlet one mile east of Chagford. There the building is lisæd as being
a bakehouæ. It has a large internal end-wall stack in a similar sized building.
The listing includes the following: 'Iate C16 or C17, altered in C19 and
C20.... There is a large bakehouse fireplace with massive granite linæl and
plain surround. It has a large side oven.'rr The space above the side oven
is flat topped. At Well there is a wooden lintel and the 'oven' opening has
been filled in. A further similarity between the two hamlets is their size:
whereas Well had the quarry and lime kiln, Weeke was surrounded by mining
both in the nineteenth cenfury and earlier.

t3

At'Well, the raising of the barn walls and roof together with the evidence that
the loft had been partitioned right up to the ridge may indicated that the ba¡n
was used as accommodation for male and female farm servants. Was there
extra resident labour when the lime quarry and kiln were being worked?
There were seven 'farmworkers' resident in 1841.
Is this 'the Chittle or Furnace in my backkitchen' and might it have become
the bakehouse for workers at Well and the extended community of the hamlet?

Conclusions

No architectural or historical evidence was discovered to back up

the

suggestion by Deryck Seymour that the surveyed barn at Well had been a
medieval house. The present Well house however, remodelled around 1700,
contains evidence of a former house on that site.

The Well estate was part of the joint inheritance of Elizabeth Martyn, but not
strictly her 'dowry' as stated by Revd Fulford Williams. Neither has Well
house ever been the Dower House of the Cliffords as suggested in the Sites
and Monuments Register of Devon County Council, although it was mentioned
as a dower house by both the Clotterbrooke and Prowse families in the
eighteenth century.

From the limited information found, the limestone quarry and kiln appear to
have been in use during the first half of the nineteenth century. Because of
the complex geology, the quarry also contained a variety of other stone, some
of which was used to construct the barn.
The history and geology of Well are full of interest. Further research may
provide information on the 'Chittle or Furnace' and the workings of the quarry
and kiln. Fu¡ther research could also discover more about the Clotterbrooke
family who a¡e most likely to have remodelled tüell farmhouæ.
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Dept of Environment listing, Teignbridge District Council, Ideford Parish.
Chalybeate

:

containing iron salts.

DRO Clifford Survey lists Clifford III p33 Manonal4ldeford. The document was not
traced at Ugbrooke. Fulford Williams, (proved inaccurate elsewhere), süates that the
manor was sold by George Southcott to 6th Baron Clifford 'about 1750'.

4.

Clifford Survey II p18 (box viii).

5,

DRO ref: 29 box 44:' 59/71411012.

6.

Gover, Mawer and Stenton suggest that chittle, as in Chittleford in Widecombe parish,
is derived from the Old English for 'kettle or cauldron', referring in that particular
case to a turbulent stream at the ford. Dictiona¡ies define a furnace as being anything
from a moderate oven to a place for smelting ores.
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Devon County Council Siæs and Monuments Register SX87NE 34.
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APPENDICES

Appendix

I

Exeter Ftlting Post 27.11.7788 2c

'To be lett for a tenn or otherwise and entered on immediately V/ell House and Barton in the
parish of Ideford consisting of a very good house and fit for the residence of a genteel family,
lately occupied by Reverend Mr John Carew with 13 acres of watered meadows, 3 of
orchard, 60 of pasture and arable and 58 of furzewood fit for the range of young cattle, the
whole being in a ring fence. (locatíon, distances from towns, etc) To make it fit for a
gentleman, part of the above will be let with the house. For viewing apply Mr William
Caseley, carpenter of the village adjoining. Further particulars Mr Lyde, surgeon, Brixham'.
(Total acres : 134)

Appendix

II

Exeter

(lyittg Post 3.q.1812 3b

'Desirable residence, posæssion lady Day next. To be sold in FEE all that valuable and
improvable estate called Well in parish of Ideford in a beautiful, healthy, dry and sporting
part of the County (localíty, dístances from tovwn, etc) close to the much frequented and
fashionable watering places of Teignmouth and Dawlish. Substantial and convenient dwelling
house (nømes the ground floor rooms) suitable lodging rooms on next floor, with ganets
over, and all necessary outhouses. 140 acres good arable, meadow, orchard and pasture.
Excellent water and a good lime rock and lime kiln on the estate. Public survey at Clifford
Arms, Chudleigh 15 october 1812. viewing - Jeffrey Lang, Ipplepen, Rev Gilbert
Burrington or George Dolling, attorney, Chudleigh. Part of the purchase money may remain
on security of the premises.'
The EFP card index says: 'manor of Well banlcrupt'. It has been suggested that 'public
survey' means a meøíng of creditors príor to bankruptq.
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Appendix

III

Tithe Map and Apportionment 1839
Occupier: Bowden, William

Owner: Clifford, Hugh Charles, Lord

126 House & curtilage
L27 l-awn
t28 Garden
I29 Cleave Orchard
130 Cleave
l3l Lower Meadow
I32 Great Meadow
133 Middle Meadow
134 Mill Meadow
I35 Bramble Hill
136 I¿ke Park
I37 Quarry Close
138 Plain Close
139 Winslow
140 Lay Close
1.41

Broad Park
142 Lime Kiln & Orchard
143 Mow Plot
144-t45 Poundhouse & Orchard
146-1,5I House, garden etc
152 Long Orchard
153 Veales (?)
Higher Down
155 Lower Down
Higher Footland (?)
Lower Footland (?)
158 Dry Meadow Orchard
Dry Meadow
Cross Park Orchard
Cross Park
162 Iron Gate Field
1,63 Higher Long Close
Lower Long Close
Oak Park
1,66 l¿ne End Field
167 Square Closc
Mardel (?) Park
169 Ewes Close
170 Kiln Close
Bottom Close
Longthorn Field
Longthorn Coppice
174 Sopers Hill

I54

156
I57

I59
160
161
l&
165
168
I7I
I72
I73

Homestead 0-3-17

pasture U2-33
garden 0-2-4
orchard l-l-9
arable 5-3-16
meadow 4-2-10
meadow 6-0-0
meadow 4-1-0
meadow 5-3-9
arable 7-2-14
arable 5-3-9
arable 3-0-4
arable 7-l-2
arable 3-0-36
arable 6-1-0
arable 5-2-10
2-3-10
orchard & kiln
waste 0-1-5
orchard 2-1-9
1-0-38
orchard l-L-4
arable 5-1-1
arable 2-l-39
arable 2-3-20
arable 3-3-0
arable 5-l-20
arable 0-0-23
pasture l-2-Il
orchard 1-0-30
arable 5-0-39
arable 3-l-27
arable 5-3-11
arable 5-2-36
arable 7-l-24
arable 4-0-6
arable 6-l-17
arable 5-3-0
arable 4-3-2I
arable 5-1-13
arable 11-l-19
arable 8-1-15

acres

woodland

1-1-15

Total

173-1-9 acres

pasture 2-l-l

Note: In Devon 'arable' implies land in an arable crops and grass rotational system.
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Appendix IV
PRO IR58 83549 (Idefor0 1o15. reference no

5. Well Farm

During World War I, the Government set in motion plans, which were never implemented,
to tax, capítal gains on improvements to property, In 1915 Valuers made comprehensive
records of properties cß the base line fromwhich the proposed tax would operate. Held at
the Public Record ffice at Kew, the Inlnnd Revenue Valuers Boolcs and accompatrying series
of maps are now a most valuable local history resource. Many parishes have qcellent
labelled farmstead plans. On these the farmhouse is always labelled 'A' and the rest follow
in reasonable geographic sequence. The best reports give the materials for each ittdividual
building and its roof, togøher with their condition. The records also detail financial
information affecting assessable site and market value etc.
Unfortunatety the releyant ldeford bootédo rnt have site plarc. However the key letters listed
below may show up on a filed map not seen by the researcher.

Well Farm, Orchard (uc)
(Extraas from documenl) Agricultural land and premises; 169 acres of pasture arable and
orchard. water supply good. Occupier: G Hall; Owner: W H R Knight, Hackney Canal,
Kingsteignton, freehold. Superior interests - none given. Let on yearly tenancy at f225

Well Farm Buildings: A Stone RC (roughcest) and slated farmhouæ in fair repair
containing 1st floor 7 bedrooms, 2nd floor 5 bedroom, ground floor dining room, drawing
room , hall, kitchen, dairy, back kitchen etc.

B Stone & slated ash house
C Timber & corrugated iron linhay
E Stone & slated 4 bay cartshed
D Stone & slaæd traphouse
F Stone & tiled tankhouse
G Stone & tiled 4 pigsties
H Stone & slated barn, loft over
I Stone & slated 3 stall stable, loft over
J Stone & slated 3 stall stable, harness room, loft over
K Stone & slated fowlhouse
L Stone Bk (?brick) & slated 6 tie cowhouse, tallet over
M Stone cob & slated roothouse N Stone cob & thatched barn
P Stone & thatched roothouse
O Cor iron cartshed at rcæ
a Bk stone & cor iron 30 ties calveshouse, loft over
R Pair of stone cob roughcast and thatched cottages each containing 4 up; kitchen and back
kitchen etc occupied by Perish & Harvey F Well Cottage)
S Stone cob & thatched old shed in ruins
T Stone &. ?? 2 linhays, stone & tiled2EC's (eanh closøs)
U Stone Bk timber & cor iron open cattle shed, tallet over
V Stone cob timber & thatched open cattle shed.
These buildings are only in moderate repair.
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Appendix V
PRO MAF 32\675\373 (IdeforÒ ref 4: Well Farm,

The 1941 Farm Census and1942 Fa¡m Survey

II, not only did the Ministry of Agriculture carry out the annunl
agricultural censas, whichwas started in the lnte l9th century and still continues to-day, but
ín 1942 it carried out a comprehensive fann survey. As some of the information included was
consídered seruitive to farmers srtil üving, files were rwt released until 1992. The Survey is
a fine local history resource. The Government made fiorts to increase home grown food
production and localWar Agricultural Committees, run jointly by Minístry fficials and local
farmers, were set up. They had powers to removed those who were rct farming well ercugh
from their holdings. The farm reports seem in general to be signed by the localfarming War
During World War

Ag Committee member.
Combined information from the Farm Survey (1942) and Census (4 June

l94l)

V/ell Farm, Ideford:
Owner: Clifford Estate, Tenant: P Chugg, since 1929.
Rent

f232; Acres

176, of which l0% heavy soil, 60% medium and 30% light.

The condition of the houæ, buildings, roads, fences etc are all fair; 2 cottages let on service
tenancies. 'Water supply: farmhouse - pipe; farm buildings - none; fields - stream. No
electricity.

The management category was classified as B*: "Tenant is an excellent arable farmer and
grows good crops. Some of his steep pasture fTelds could be improved if labour and capital
were available." Labour: himself, his wife and I male 18-21yrs.
Machinery: 1 x 5hp petrol engine; 1 Fordson 23hp tractor.

Crops: 30 acres barley, 16.5 acres oats, 5.75 acres potatoes, 8.25 acres stockfeed
turnips/swedes, 4.5 acres mangolds, 7.5 acres orchards + 39.5 acres of new leys, 51 acres
pennanent pasture,

t2

acres rough grazing.

Livestock: 19 cows or heifers in calf; 1 bull and 7 calves for rearing. Steers and heifers
being fattened for slaughter: "Got no cake" (Mr Chugg's own comment). Sheep: 2 rams,
82 ewes, 82 lambs, 15 'other sheep over 1 yr old'. Poultry: 150 head.
Working horses: 3 mares and a gelding;
farmer's cob).

t

heavy horæ
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foal;

I

'other horse' (probably the

